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Plagiarism Check

- Newly submitted manuscripts (MS) are checked against iThenticate.
- Significant similarities are shown to the MS editor through a report.
- Comparison to three different sources:
  - **CrossCheck**: the CrossCheck database contains about 30 million documents from scientific journals, conference proceedings and books. All main publishers in STM (Science, Techniques, Medicine) submit their published articles to CrossCheck.
  - **Internet**: iThenticate indexes billions of web pages and stores the content of the eight previous years. Everyday they index several million web documents.
  - **Publications**: Third party periodicals different from CrossCheck are indexed containing EBSCO and other databases.
Journal Statistics

- Chief Editors access their journal’s statistics from the CO Editor portal http://editor.copernicus.org

- The following statistics can be shown and downloaded:
  - Editor Statistics: activities of the different topical editors
  - Paper Statistics: submission and publication numbers, durations of different system processes
MS Types

- A journal may define different types of manuscripts (Research, Review, Technical Note, etc.).

- The following parameters can be modified for each MS type:
  - Editors to be called
  - Deadlines & Reminders
  - Editor & Referee Report Forms
  - Parameters (var.)
Special Issues

To be defined per SI (optionally):

- Editors to be called
- Topics of the SI
- Editor to Topic Assignment
- Access of Guest-Editors to MS Records
- Inter-Journal SIs
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